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Introduction
This case study delves into the project management techniques used on the multibillion-dollar
(US$10 billion plus) Department of Energy's (DOE's) project called the Superconducting Super Collider
(SSC).The SSC is a high-energy subatomic particle accelerator set to be the most powerful in the world.
The intended end result was a product to be used for research and development. Thus, the project itself
aimed to build the world's largest scientific instrument (Willard, 1998).
For insight into the grand scope of the project, the U.S. Department of Energy's High-EnergyPhysics
Advisory Panel (HEPAP) reported in its Executive Summary Conclusions and Recommendations (1994):
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The goal of particle physics is to understand the nature of matter at its deepest
level, to answer the questions: \A/hat are the fundamental building blocks that make up
the universe? What laws of nature determine their interactions at any time and place in
the universe?
Twentieth century cMlization has inherited a long and rich scientific tradition
that began with the Greek philosophers. From the chemists of the eighteenth century who
explored the behavior of atoms, to the physicists of the twentieth century who unlocked
the secrets of the nucleus, scientists have probed nature in ever-finer detail in search of
its basic constituents and fundamental physical laws.
Noted as being the world's largest scientific instrument of its day, the SSCproject was terminated
by the U.S. Congress in 1993.
The casestudy coversvarious Project Management Knowledge Areas (ProjectManagement Institute,
2004) within four project phases: inception, development, implementation, and closeout. Within each
project phase, the activities, accomplishments, and performance shortcomings in the Initiating, Planning,
Executing, Monitoring and Controlling, and Closing Process Groups' processes are discussed. The case
study is structured to allow an evaluation of the appropriate processes of various Project Management
KnowledgeAreas at the end of each phase.An overall assessmentof performance is then conducted, resulting
in a numeric evaluation of the management of this project, including areas of strength, opportunities for
improvement, and lessons learned.
In the inception phase, the discussion focuses on the historical background of the project, its
overall objectives, project definition, political climate, and the selected solution. In the development phase,
the discussion addressesthe overall planning, feasibility studies, funding, and conceptual design. In the
implementation phase, the discussion addressesdetailed design and construction. Finally, in the closeout
phase, the discussion reflects on project termination, overall performance, and project evaluation.

The InceptionPhase
v

Before discussion about the scope of the SSCcan begin, it is important to understand the magnitude
of the project. The SSC was a huge undertaking, from scientific, logistical, and managerial perspectives.
From a scientific perspective, the goal of the SSC was to recreate the "Big Bang" safely in a laboratory
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setting. The SSC, once completed, would have 20 trillion volt energy beams that would allow physicists to
create the particles that, according to the Big Bang Theory, were present only in the first trillionth of a
second when the universe was created. Scientists would then shoot protons against other protons at the
speed of light to watch them explode.
From a logistical perspective, a 54-mile (86.9 km) tunnel, ranging from 50 to 250 ft (15 m to 76 m)
below ground, would have to be built for the SSC.Additionally, over 16,000 acres (6,475hectares) of land
would be needed to accommodate the necessaryfacilities, including nearly two million square feet (185,806
rn?) of office and laboratory space. The project was estimated to take from l0 to 12 years to complete, and
cost over US$10 billion.
Despite the 1987projections that the SSCneeded US$4.4to US$6.3billion to construct and US$500
million annually to maintain, the President of the United States and the Secretary of the DOE convinced
the U.S. Congress to appropriate preliminary funds for the SSC.As a result, in August 1988, the DOE
published a request for proposal (RFP)for management of the SSCconstruction, as well as post-construction
operation of the SSC.The DOE distributed the R.FPto 121 interested contractors.
Although the DOE distributed 12i RFPs,only one response was received by the November 19BB
deadline. This clear$ lirnited the options for DOE, and may have resulted in accepting a response that
was not as good as they had desired. That Eesponsewas submitted by the Universities Research Association
(URA), whose primary experience was with technology, specifically focused on high-energy physics, and
not in construction. This was not ideal for many of the initial stages of the SSC project, which primarily
required construction expertise. Toward the end of the SSC project, all major parties involved with SSC
acknowledged that selecting URA as the prime contractor was a poor choice. The URA project manager,
in fact, saiel that the SSC was 100 times larger than any other projects that he had managed, and there
were too many problems that were new to him. Given the sheer size of the project, it was extremely difficult
for anycne to foresee the cornplications of such a project. Choosing a contractor with more experience in
Iarge-scale projects, as well as having rnore experience with construction, may have been wiser. In hindsight,
perhaps submitting sepaf,ateRFFs for the different needs (technical vs. construction) of the SSC may have
resulted in a more rnanageable and successful project.
The earliest cost estimate for the SSCproject was included in the Conceptual Design Report released
in 1986. This estirnate, with a range from US$3.9 billion to US$4.2 billion, was said to include all design
and construction costs. trn the initial 1988 presentation to the U.S. Congress,projections indicated that the
SSCproject would cost US$4.4billion. In the first SSCbudget request in 1988,the total project cost estimate
had yet again increased, this time to US$5.3 billion. By 1989, the year that the contract was awarded to
Up6, the cost projection had increased to US$5.9 billion, a 40Toincrease over the high end of the 1986
estimate.Even after all of the increases,the U.S. CongressionalBudget Office releaseda report that indicated,
based on historical costs for other high-energy particle laboratories, that the SSC costs might have been
underestimated by as much as 46% (Jeffreys, 1992). Finally, after several detailed investigations of the
various cost estimates were completed, the DOE concluded that the most realistic estimate of total project
baseline cost was US$8.25 billion.
Although the U.S. Congress appropriated preliminary funds for the SSC project, it was obvious
that there were serious discrepancies in the cost estimates. Part of the blame can be placed on the project
itself. However, nothing of this magnitude had ever been attempted. This reduced the amount of data
from previous projects that could be used in developing accurate estimates. There also may have been
some political pressures that had an effect on the cost estimates. In any case, the rapid increase in cost
estimates in the early stageswas an indication of a serious problem.
The contract statement of work (SOW) required that the SSC project have a cost and schedule
control system (CSCS)in place. A professor of physics was the SSCdirector and, therefore, was responsible
for initiating all schedule planning activities.
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Long-term schedule planning was a difficult task, because it was always unknown what resources
would be available for the SSC project during any budget year. Because funding was approved for the
project only on an annual basis, several assumptions had to be made when developing the project schedule.
In addition, there were several technological issues that had to be resolved before components of the
project could begin. Becausemuch of the technology required for the SSCproject had never been attempted
on the scale of what was required for the SSC project, if at all, accurate planning was extremely difficult.
Despite the restrictions imposed by annual funding issues and unknowns of the technology, the
project was launched successfully on several fronts, with several milestones and deliverables clearly defined.
Unfortunately, there was no CSCS in place. The main reason for this shortcoming appeared to be a lack
of commitment to such a system on the part of the project management staff, and ultimately, its director.
This deficiency would lead to further problems dor,vn the road.
Based on the single response to the RFP that was received by the November 1988 deadline,
negotiations began with the responding party for the SSCconstruction and maintenance contract. For this
type of project, a cost-plus contract is widely used. In |anuary of 1989, the contract was completed and
awarded to URA. Although a contract was in place with URA, there was no methodology put in place to
ensure that the terms of the contract were being met. Had an effective monitoring system been in place,
critical problems such as the lack of a required CSCSwould have been detected early.
There were many risks associatedwith the SSCproject. Many of these risks-including technological, financial, and even political ones-were obvious from the start, and were identified early. Most of
these were technical in nature, and were scheduled to be resolved early in the project so that they would
not become roadblocks to the completion of other stagesof the project. These included the critical superconducting dipole magnets and the transfer of technology to enable industrial production of components that
previously had been created only in high-energy physics laboratories.
However, many risks were overlooked or ignored. Due to the scientific and technological focus of
the project management team, the budgetary and political risks were not given the proper level of attention.
The project management team needed to realize the importance of "selling" the SSCproject to both the
U.S. Congress and the public in general. Without their support, the future annual funding reviews could
result in significant budget cuts for the SSC project.
The SSC project relied on several untested technologies. Therefore, much of the quality-related
activity in the early phases of the project was based in the lab. Many of the project components were to
be constructed for the first time as part of the SSC project. Prototypes were built in the lab to veriSr the
design concepts. A very talented team was assembled to tackle the unique challenges posed by the SSC
project. The team was more than capable of verifying the critical design concepts of the SSC project, as
well as adapting to any changes that would be required as a result of testing done with the early prototypes.
Additionally, due to the mathematical and physical nature of the project, many of the desired specifications
for the various components could be verified during early testing.
Due to the reliance on untested technologies, the probability of having to incorporate major or
even minor design changes due to problems detected during early testing and prototyping activity was
high. Any design changes in a project of this size could have a significant impact on the schedule and/or
cost of the SSCproject.
\Mhen the contract was awarded to URA in 1989, the team appeared to have all the necessary skills
required by the SSCproject. URA consisted of 78 research universities, a technical services company with
previous DOE experience, and an architectural and engineering firm. A professor of physics was selected
as the SSC director. URA fulfilled one of the major requirements of the RFP, which was being experienced
in high-energy physics research. URA acquired much valuable experience while successfully managing
Fermilab, a project very similar to SSC and the largest in the world at that time.
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However, the URA team was lacking in experiencewith projects the size of SSC.Given that the
URA project manager admitted at one point later in the project that there were too many problems that
were new to him, it becameobvious that the team did not have the experiencerequired to manage such
an effort. URA team membersalso had strong experiencewith the technicalaspectsof the project, but
very little experiencein the area of construction,especiallyconsideringunique aspects,such as the 54mile (86.9km) undergroundtunnel. Buitding a strong team required experiencedteam membersin all
positions,somethingURA did not have.
Althoughcommunicationis important in any project,the sheersizeof the SSCprojectmade good
communication critical. Much of the preliminary project planning and funding activitieswere open to the
public, as they were conducted in public forums. Later, externalcommunicationsbegan to detail the
progressand statusof the project.
Initial communicationrequiredto get support for the project was successful.The U.S. Congress
voted to appropriate the funds both for the initial researchand planning, as well as for initial funding for
the first yearof the project.Therewasstrong support from many politicians in the earlystagesof the project.
Due to a lack of a formal CSCS,the status of the project could not alwaysbe easily determined.
This led Io confusion, Lroth internally and externally, with many outside observersquestioning various
aspectsof the projectfrorn costto progressreports.The communicationsrequiredto continuethe external
supportfor the projectin the U.S.Congressand from the public seemedto dwindle afterthe initial funding
was secured.
The project managementoffice was taskedwith a huge undertaking.The effort required to coordinate a project of this rnagnitude was massive.A project managementteam was assembledwith the task
of keeping the SSCproject running smoothly.
The SSCproject office was established,headedby a project managerwho was responsiblefor
overseeingttre technical aspectsof the project, as well as ensuringthat milestoneswere achievedand that
costswere in line witfi expectations.The project was progressingwell from a technicalstandpoint,and
the project rnanagementofftcewas managinga project that consistedof over 7,000full-time workersin
48 states.The rnagnitudeof the SSCproject required comprehensiveoversightand a dnique management
structure"The office stmcture required that the project managerreport both to the headquartersprogram
director and to the Secretaryof Energy.This arrangementwas put in place to streamline and facilitate
day-to-dayactivities,and to ensurethat the Secretaryof Energyhad direct oversighton the project during
the critical start-up stage(O'Leary,1993).
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The unique combination of delegation of authority and the direct reporting relationship to the
Secretaryof Energycreateda situation whereby the project was effectivelyshieldedfrom the standardDOE
oversightfunctions.As Willard (1998)noted,this situationallowedseveralfailuresby the project management office to go unnoticed.On severalcritical points, the project managementoffice appearsto have
failed to:
Recognize the level of project management effort that would be required
Implement effective project management and control systems
"Nail-dor,rm" the scope of the project at its inception
Promote the project to Congress and to the public
Implement effective organizational structure'
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Later, the project director acknowledged that perhaps his biggest mistake was that he had "failed
to get strong enough, really experienced project management staff on board, who could do these accounting
and scheduling things better" and that he had underestimated the importance and magnitude of that job
(Willard, 1998,p.501).These failures were instrumental in the termination of the project by the U.S. Congress
in October 1993. This termination occurred despite the positive results from a government audit in the
summer of 1993, which showed that the project was basically on schedule and within budget. At the point
of termination, about US$2 billion had been already spent on the SSCproject, and it was estimated that
another US$l billion would be needed to shut the project down.
During the selection process, the project management office had challenges in recognizing the
complexity and sheer size of the project. Their lack of experience with such large projects could have led
them to conclude that people with experience managing these types of projects needed to be added to
the project management team. Once the project was selected,the project management office had challenges
in getting the project off to a good start. The scope of the project had not been finalized, and subsequent
changes resulted in both an increase in cost and in duration of the project. The project management office
could have monitored the project closely at the beginning to make sure the proper project management
and control systems were in place and functioning properly. If that had occurred, it would have been
much easier to track the progress of the project, provide accurate status updates, and improve external
communications.
There was no attempt to implement a formal project-wide configuration management system at
the inception of the SSCproject. Some of the activities of a configuration management system, including the
Integrated Change Control process (Project Management Institute, 2004), have been previously discussed.

Assessmentand Analysis
l. Pleasecompleteyour evaluationof project managementduring this phase,using the following grid:
Rating Scale:S-Excellent,4-Very Good,3-Good, 2-Poor, l-Very Poor
Project Management Area

Inception Phase

Scope Management
Time Management
Cost Management
Quality Management

Human ResourceManagement
Communications Management

Risk Management
ProcurementManagement
Integration Management
2. Please highlight the major areas of strength in the management of this phase of the project:
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3. Pleasehighlight the major opportunities for improvement in the managementof this phaseof the project:
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The DevelopmentPhase
Developinga scopestatementfor the SSCproject was a truly gargantuanand iterativetask,requiring
input
from many sources.The U.S. Department of Energy conducted extensivereviews and spent
the
mitrlion
on researchon the SSCfrom l9B4 through 1986.The Presidentof the United Statesmade
US$60
proceed
with the SSCin Ianuary 1987,and a site selection processwas initiated (|effreys,
decision
to
a
1992;SSCINFO,1995).The Ellis Counry Texassitewas finalizedin November1988,and the SSClaboratory
was createdunder the managernentof URA in Ianuary 1989.One of the early actions was to form a series
of international advisory bodies.A substantial number of scientistsand engineershad relocatedto Texas
to construct this new facility. A total latroratory staff of over 2,000 employees,including more than 250
foreign scientistsand engineersfrom 38 countries,was assembled(U.S.Department of Energy,1994,
Appendix A). This project operatedin a highly chargedpolitical context,with scientistsand academicians
servingas project rnanagers.The technicalaspectsof scopedefinition seemto have been done as well as
could be expected.
The SSCproject managernentteam had challengesin documenting, communicating, and gaining
approvalofthe project'sscopeto the extentthat this projectrequired.Becausethe projectoperatedoutside
of the norrnal organizationalcontrols during the planning phase,the project managersdid not document
or implement a scope managementplan. A work breakdown structure [WBS)was developed and used
effectively.Therewere no technical showstoppersfor both the acceleratorand experimentalsystems,when
the project was rdtirnately terminated (U.S.Department of Energy, 1994).

a

Resourceplanning, cost estimating,and cost budgetingwere among the fundamental failure areas
of the SSCprojectmanagementteam.The team did not control the project'sscope,schedule,or cost,and
the project's resourcerequirementschangedcontinuaily. The estimatedcostsof the SSCproject continued
to vary wildly thror.lghoutits life, and no CSCSwas ever established.A cost baseline,a spending plan, and
cash-flow forecastswere not effectivelydeveloped.This may have been a strategyto keep the actual cost
funding in an era of federal
of the SSCprojectfrom becomingknown, and thus endangeringcongressional
have
been
less
than
the cost estimatedfor the
may
Congress
from
requested
The
funding
budget deficits.
project. It may have been thought that once the project achieveda critical massof broad-basedspecial
interestsupport,the requiredfunds could be securedat a later date'
The description of the project states that shortly before the project was terminated, a thorough
DOE review of the SSCproject revealedthat the project was basically on schedule and within budget
(Willard, 1998).Therefore,it appearsthat the project schedule development was adequatelyaddressed.
The trouble was not the schedule development itself. The trouble was a lack of schedule control. The
projectmanagercould neitherdemonstratenor documentthat the projectwas "on schedule"becausethe
managementteam had not implementedany formal schedulecontrol mechanisms,A combination of a
schedulemanagementplan, milestone charts,and routine statusreporting of scheduleperformancewithin
a structured CSCScould have solved this problem'
2-
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There was no apparent oversight of contracts in this project. Project management made no attempts
to bring project procurement within the guidelines or controls of the performing organization. This was a
huge failure in the SSC project.
The project successfully overcame some of the technical and scientific hurdles before it was
terminated. However, the SSC project managers did not fully address risk management. They did not
effectively use risk planning and communication planning to integrate the project by looking across all
other Knowledge Areas to plan for situations and events that may impact the project positively or negatively.
As Willard (1998) stated:
The SSCproject represented the marriage of world-class science and world-class
construction. Missing was "world-class" management! Thousands of scientists around the
world had devoted many years of their lives to the conceptual development of the SSC
and the results of their efforts were proving successful!No impassable technical barriers
had been encountered that threatened the feasibility of the SSC performing successfully
after its completion from a scientific standpoint (p. 501).
It can be inferred from the ignominious failure of the SSC project that the project team did not
properly consider the project's organizational, political, and funding risks. Apparently these risks were not
identified, analyzed, and planned for during project planning. The project operated in a highly charged,
high-stakes political environment with many communities of interests, as well as many project supporters
and detractors, all with opinions about the merits of the SSCproject. The project management team simply
failed to adequately anticipate and respond to what may have been predictable project risks in these areas.
The project team produced excellent quality results of both a scientific and technological nature.
However, there was no hint that the project management team developed a quality control plan or established a system for systematically reporting on project quality.
As previously stated, the people who managed and staffed the SSCproject had sterling credentials
in the areas of high-energy physics and cutting-edge construction and tunneling. Thousands of highly
skilled scientists from around the globe and dozens of prestigious research universities participated in the
program. However, the project's organizational planning and integration of the project into the operating
environment of the DOE organization appears to have been totally neglected by the project manager. As
a result and over time, effective interfaces and reporting relationships became more challenging, and the
project manager became increasingly ignored and remote from top-level management and decision-makers
within the DOE. The project management team became organizationally dysfunctional.
Project communication for the SSC project was big and important enough to almost warrant a
separate project of its or,rm.The stakeholders of this project extended all the way from the President of the
United Statesto indMdual taxpayers.The global scientific and business communities were also interested
parties in the outcome of this project. The stakes were very high and the informational needs of many
communities were neither planned for during the development phase, nor adequately addressed during
the implementation phase of the SSCproject. The SSCproject managers had little or no project management
experience and were more focused on producing good science rather than practicing world-class project
management. The SSC project managers could have better promoted and defended the SSC project had
they done a more thorough job of anticipating, planning, and implementing a communications plan to
meet the myriad of communication needs of the project. Project status information and project performance
reporting required an effective CSCSto be implemented, as is routinely done with other DOE projects, but
this was not done. Failing to plan for the project's communication needs was a recipe for disaster.
The DOE selected the project manager based on expertise in high-energy physics research. Thus,
the URA team was selected to manage the project. This management team was given total control of all
aspectsof the project. The reporting relationship allowed the SSCdirector to report directly to the Secretary
of the DOE, bypassing the organizational and informational processes of the DOE. The director set up a
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project managementoffice at the Texassite to support the SSCproject, and to managethe project as an
integratedprogram.

V

However, the project managementfunction was not establishedin a way to gain control of the
project. The SSCproject managersshunnedthe excellentproject support structuresand competencies
within the DOE. The focus was placed on the scienceof the project rather than its management.Project
managementreviews and audits were ignored. Information distribution and performance reporting were
not coordinatedin a manner that would enhancethe project'simage outsideof the scientificcommunity.
No attempt was made to manage stakeholderexpectations.
The SSCproject was taking shape as envisioned, and the dimensions of the project were in
conformancewith the theoretical model. The technical and construction challengeswere being overcome.
The configurationof the SSCproject appearedto be on course.However,ineffectiveproject management
made configuration managementultimately moot.

Assessrnentand Analysis
1. Pleasecomplete your evaluation of project managementduring this phase,using the following grid:
Rating Scele:S-Excellent,4-Very Good,3-Good, 2-Poor, I-Very Poor
Project Management Area

Development Phase

ScopeManagement
Time Management
Cost Management

Quality Management

v

Human Resource Management
Communications Management
R.iskManagement

Frocurement Management
lntegration Management
2. Please highlight the major areas of strength in the management of this phase of the project:

3. Pleasehighlight the major opportunities for improvement in the management of this phase of the project:
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The lmplementationPhase
During the implementation phase, scope management was critical and extremely complex. The
major difficulty was that the expected outputs were not clearly defined in the inception and development
phases, so comparing results based to the original RFP was difficult to do. The fact that only one of the
121 companies requesting copies of the RFP actually presented a proposal could be considered a good
indicator that this RFP was not clearly prepared. This was one of the major deficiencies that hampered
the SSC project from the very beginning.
In spite of all the difficulties, URA did a fairly good job in implementing the SSC project as far as
its objectives were concerned. \fhen the project was terminated in 1993, URA was managing the project
with more than 7,000 full-time employees in 48 states involved in project construction, in addition to more
than 1,000scientists in the United Statesand another 1,000scientists around the world who were developing
experiments for the SSCproject. Furthermore, more than 12,000 acres (4,856 hectares) of land had been
acquired, more than 14 miles (22.5 km) of underground tunnel had been dug, and more than 7 million
cubic yards (5.4 million cubic meters) of earth had been excavated (Willard, 1998).
Because of the unclear scope specification in the inception and development phases, changes in
scope throughout the project were inevitable. This turned out to be very costly and ineffective. For instance,
in the beginning, the SSC project was to have only one detector; this soon changed to two detectors.
Because of high costs, the first detector was built and the decision to build the second was postponed.
These decisions on scope changeswithout proper planning made the project more expensiveand ineffective.
The original cost of the SSCproject was estimated at US$4.4billion, which later increased to US$5.9
billion, then to US$8.25 billion. As mentioned before, most of this escalation was due to scope changes.
Furthermore, project cost was supposed to be sponsored by several international partners and not only
the United States.The problem was that this international support never really occurred and the funding
for the SSCproject was basically drawn from U.S. taxpayers. This support had to be approved annually by
the U.S. Congress, and SSC management could not really rely on long-term resources because budget
approval was not certain.
Although international financial support never materialized, the SSCmanagement was successful
in obtaining necessaryresources approved by the U.S. Congress.Due to strong political intervention, the
resources were not properly allocated to the project throughout the first years and comparisons to the
baseline were not properly made because of the lack of effective cost control methods. Therefore, this
made it hard for opponents of the SSCproject to determine whether the project was within budget or not.
The SSCproject managers did not really consider the potential international partners when making strategic
decisions. They expected to receive international resources, but from the beginning all the choices were
made unilaterally. From the selection of the site, to the benefits of the outputs, and finally to the cancellation
of the project altogether, the international partners were never heard. In other words, the international
partners never had a say in the why, where, and when of the project (O'Leary 1993), and it is no wonder
that the resources expected to arise from them never really materialized.

\l7

As stated before, the contractual SOW required that the SSC project have a CSCSin place. Had
this been done, the project team would have been able to better control the implementation of the project
and defend the continuity of the SSCproject. During the summer of 1993,a government audit was performed
and highly publicized. Although numerous issues were found, the conclusion was that the SSC project was
basically "on schedule and within budget" (Willard, 1998, p. 493). Apparently, the project was not as far
behind schedule as some in the U.S. Congress insisted on saying. However, when no clear objective is
stated, and there is a general lack of a proper control system, any conclusion can be drar,rmfrom the
analyzed data. As stated by the popular saying, "When you don't know where you want to go, any road
can lead you to your destination!"

LL
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Because of the lack of a proper CSCS,it was very difficult to define whether the project was fulfilling
its objectives. This would have been important for the communication of the project's status and outputs,
and would have helped the project management team take corrective and preventive actions when necessary. It was hard for URA to defend its position as the project manager, and to explain why this system
was not in place. One could only imagine that this was either because of lack of project management
competency, or a desire for not wanting to be controlled by the project's stakeholders. In that same
investigation performed by DOE, the auditors harshly criticized URA for its lack of full commitment to
openness and accountability.
\,VhenDOE solicited proposals, it received only one response,which came from URA. Throughout
the implementation of the project URA was kept as the only prime contractor for the project and no attempt
was made to change that situation until too late in the project. \Alhen the situation started to deteriorate,
the associatedirector of energy research for DOE recommended that action should be taken and that DOE
should take time to look for a new contractor in the project management area. As the sole contractor for
managing the SSCproject, URA did not appear to be fully suited for managing the project because they
had very little experience in this type of construction business. DOE overlooked the problems that were
constantly showing and did not worry about finding more specialized people to support the management
of the project. It was only in August 1993 that the U.S. Secretary of Energy stated that DOE would restructure
the entire SSC project and that URA would no longer be considered the prime contractor. DOE was to
have two major contractors with complementary strengths*a "design/operate" contractor and a separate
"execute/integrate" contractor. URA would be the "design/operate" contractor and would still be responsible for the scientific design and research,but the execution would then be transferred to another contractor.
Unfortunately, these actions were taken way too late, and before DOE had a chance to implement any of
these changes, the U.S. Congress voted for the termination of the project. DOE took corrective actions
regarding its main contractor too late in the project. This was a crucial mistake because most of the
p-Ut"-i
regarding this project were related to its ineffective management. DOE learned the hard way
itrut it is not sufficient to have good project content, but that this project had to be well managed to
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produce the expected results.
After identifying the risks in the beginning of the project, DOE could have developed mitigation
plans to deal with those risks and the risk could be constantly checked to verify if the necessarycorrective
actions were in fact being taken. Because of the uncertainty of the project and the concentration on
developing a completely new technology for the construction of the particle accelerator, the risks that
would arise from such a project would be numerous and difficult to identify. This alone would have been
enough reason for URA to develop a strong risk mitigation plan. It would have been fully expected several
probGms would arise throughout the implementation of the project and that URA would be prepared to
deal wittr such problems. However, it seemed that the risks were identified and dealt with in a nonorganized manner. In other words, when a problem happened, URA decided what to do to solve that
ptobl"* in a reactive way. Some of the identified risks were properly dealt with and URA was able to
continue the project, especially when the emerging problems were related to the scientific aspects of the
project. BecauseURA did not implement a clear risk mitigation plan, severalrisks were ignored or overlooked
until it was too late to take any corrective measure.
The SSCproject was to be a landmark in the history of physics. It was supposed to provide answers
to questions suctr as:How did matter form? How did matter acquire mass?Is there a force more fundamental
than presently knovrm?\Alhat will eventually happen to the universe? \fhat is the most elementary element?
tWillird, 1998).These alone were important questions to be answered by the project, had it been successfully
completed. However, the impact on science was expected to be greater than finding answers to these
q,r"r1iottr, and would have produced important results for scientific research and for practical applications.
Although the SSCproject was terminated before it could answer these questions, the accompanying
scientific research led to various potential benefits in the fields of medicine, computing, electronics, and
environmental science (SSCINFO, 1g95). One notable benefit was the generation of accelerated proton
beams, which could be used in the treatment of certain types of cancer and other diseases'A plan to utilize
L2
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the SSC project's assets after its termination called for the implementation of various projects, including
the Texas Regional Medical Technology Center (RMTC). The RMTC was intended to be a state-of-the-art
medical facility for providing proton cancer therapy. A conceptual design, cost estimate, summary schedule,
and management plan were completed, and an environmental assessment was conducted (Sah, Cain,
Cleveland, Saadatmand, Schulze, & Winje, 1995).However, the Texas Legislature decided in May 1995 not
to support the RMTC or other prospective derivative projects (SSCINFO,1995).
Another problem was that, although several potential benefits were realized from the applied
research associated with the SSC project, those benefits were not effectively communicated to society,
taxpayers and the U.S. Congress.It appeared that the project had no clear benefit and that nobody knew
for what all that money was spent. Of course, the realized benefits were only side benefits and the main
objective of the project was never achieved. Still, the realized benefits could have been better addressed
and communicated to various stakeholders.
The management of the complete team of the SSCproject turned out to be an extremely complex
task. As previously stated, there were more than 7,000 full-time employees in 48 states involved in construction, more than 1,000scientistsin the United Statesand another 1,000scientists around the world developing
experiments for the SSCproject. In a project of this magnitude, a complete human resource management
system could have been introduced. Proper communications channels could have been developed to
integrate team members and to facilitate their job performance. Aside from integration and communication,
team members could follow clear management procedures to properly report the outcome of their work.

.y

The people involved in the research for the SSC project were highly qualified scientists and URA
itself was very qualified in high-energy physics research. Becauseof its previous experience in this type of
research and its qualified scientists and staff, URA was able to produce results that continued to be
implemented in several other applied research technologies. However, because several SSC managers,
despite being excellent experimental scientists,had limited or no knowledge or experience in management,
especially in the management of projects this size, teamwork and the relationship between SSC project
managers and DOE quickly deteriorated. DOE was not receiving the expected reports and could not
understand what was really happening in the labs where the project was being implemented. This relationship became so unbearable that URA project managers and DOE talked to each other only through written
documents. This problem also affected the rest of the team bringing the morale to a very low point and
the confidence in the existing management almost disappeared.
The communication process in a project of this magnitude is of extreme importance, especially
given the strong political influences. There were too many parties interested in this project, which required
that communications issues must be addressed, proper$ planned, and very carefully executed. Such a
project must develop a communication process to address at least key stakeholders concerns including
those of team members, upper management, government agencies,U.S. Congress,and the general public.
Very little was accomplished in terms of communication process in the SSC project. This was probably
one of the greater problems that URA faced, compromising the entire project and bringing it to an abrupt
end. URA completely failed to communicate to society the benefits of the project and apparently was
worried with only the implementation of the project as they felt it should be done. Further, the fact that
the project was located in Texas brought challenges in the U.S. Congress. URA had to be prepared to
defend the location choice to keep the support from Congress that they had received in the beginning.
According to the Congressional Quarterly "Support for the super collider was nearly unanimous in 1987 and
1988before the Energy Department selectedits location in Waxahachie, Texas.But now that construction is
about to begin, it is increasingly seen as a costly project that largely benefits Texas" (feffreys, 1992).

.Y

The project management office implemented at URA would be responsible for the SSC project
and would be responsible for providing the required information for the proper management of the project.
Among other actMties, the office could have implement a proper CSCS,provided proper management
tools, standard forms and reporting procedures, supported and facilitated project meetings, and prepared
project status reports. As previously mentioned, the SSCproject had a unique management structure that
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gaveits top managersdirect accessto DOE top management.With this privileged structure,URAwas able
to accomplish important activities,with full accessto proper funds and flexibility in the managementof
the vast amounts of resources.That specialmanagementstructure that gavethe SSCmanagementsuch a
flexible environment with full accessand authority over resourceswas also one of the major causesfor its
failure. Due to this extremeflexibility, the managementof the SSCproject did not feel required to follow
standard DOE procedures or to implement a formal configuration change management system, thus
bypassingcritical project managementrequirements.

v-

Assessmentand Analysis
1. Pleasecomplete your evaluation of project managementduring this phase,using the following grid:
Rating Scale:S-Excellent,4-Very Good,3-Goad, 2-Poor, l-Very Poor
Project ManagementArea

Implementation Phase

Scope Management

Tirne Managernent
Cost Management
Quality Management
Human Resource Management

CornmunicationsManagement
Risk Management

Procurement Management

w

Integration Management
2. Please highlight the rnajor areas of strength in the management of this phase of the project:

3. Pleasehighlightthe major opportunitiesfor improvementin the managementof this phaseof the project:

Y
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The GloseoutPhase
The closeoutphaseofthe SSCprojectwasnot exactlya textbookprocess.Becausethe U.S.Congress
ultimately cancelled the project with the SuperconductingSuper Collider Termination Act of 1993,the
project was never completed.However, shutting dolrm a project of the size of SSCwas no small effort.
Becausethe projectwasbeingcancelled,scopemanagementactivitiesin the closeoutphasefocused
how
on
to shut down the project in a way that would best salvagesome positive results while minimizing
additional cost. Congressprovided US$640million to remain available until expended for the orderly
termination of the SSCproject.The U.S. Congressstatedthe terms and conditionsof the termination as
1993):
follows (SSCNEWS,

I
I

(1) To the extentprovided by guidelinesof the Secretaryof Energy,full-time employeesof contracwhoseemploymentis terminatedby reasonof the terminators and designatedsubcontractors
(A)
90 daysterminationpaydatingfromthedateof termination
up
to
of
the
SSC
mayreceive
tion
notice, and (B) reasonablerelocationexpensesand assistance;

I

(2) The Secretaryof Energyshall prepareand submit a report with the recommendationsto the
Presidentand the Congresscontaining:
(a) A plan to maximize the value of the investment that has been made in the project and
minimizing the lossto the United Statesand involvedstatesand persons,includingrecommendations as to the feasibility of utilizing SSCassetsin whole or in part in pursuit of an
international high energy physics endeavor;
(b) The Secretaryis authorizedto consultwith and useUniversitiesResearch
Associationand/
or contractorsand/or recognizedexpertsin preparingthis report and recommendations,
and is authorizedto contract with such parties as may be appropriate in carrying out such
duties;and
(c) The Secretaryshall releaseany recommendationsfrom time to time as available,but the
final report shall be submittedby Iuly 1, 1994.
The project team had a new focus, with tasks such as providing outplacement assistance,selling
project's
the
assets,and ensuringthat knowledgegainedduring the project was not lost. Obviously,the
major shortcomingwas the termination of the SSCproject. This occurreddespitethe fact that a government
audit done prior to the project'stermination showedthat the projectwas on scheduleand within budget.
In addition, at the time the project was terminated, there were no known technical roadblocksthat would
preventthe successfulcompletionof the SSCproject.From this information,a conclusioncould be drawn
that the termination of the SSCproject resulted from project managementfailure, not from scientific or
technologicalfailures.

ll
L
II

LI

y

During closeout,severalactivitiesthat are done in the closeoutphaseof a successfulproject also
should have been done in the caseof the terminatedSSCproject. Someof the information gatheredat
this stagemay be useful in planning future projects. Cost performance and analysis,as well as contract
reconciliation,were all necessaryactivities.One of the main reasonscited for the termination of the project
was constantly rising cost estimates.As such, much cost analysishad been performed by internal and
externalorganizationsprior to the termination of the SSCproject.It becameapparentthat severalearlier
cost projections for the SSCproject were severelyunderestimated. There were several cost estimates
publishedwhen the project was being consideredfor further funding in 1993.The DOE's office of SSC
projectedthe cost of the SSCprojectto be US$8.25billion. The DOE'sEnergyResearchReviewCommittee
projectedthe cost of the project to be US$8.4billion. The DOE'sHEPAPprojectedthe cost of the project
to be US$8.9billion. The DOE'sIndependentCost EstimateGroup projectedthe cost of the project to be
US$11.8billion, including US$1.2billion for detectorsthat were not included in the other estimates.
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There are somepossibleexplanationsfor the cost increases.One explanationcould attribute these
increasesto issuesand problemsin the managementof the SSCproject (O'Leary,1993).Another could be
that the U.S. Congressconsistently appropriated an amount less than that necessaryfor the efficient
completion of the SSCproject. Each time this was done, componentsof the project scheduledfor the
upcoming fiscal year had to be delayed,resulting in delaysin the overall project schedule.This increase
in the overall duration of the project increasedthe cost significantly.Prior to the termination of the project'
more than US$1.7billion had been spentduring the four-yearlifespanof the project.The work completed
at the time of termination was estimatedto representapproximately20voof the total work of the SSCproject.

../

Eventhe lowestcost estimatefrom thosepreviouslylisted,US$8.25billion, is more thanSTVohigher
than the originalcost estimateof US$4.4billion for the projectthat was presentedto the U.S.Congressin
lggg. It is obvious that the cost of the project was severelyunderestimated.Though there are some
explanationsas to why this occurred,there are still many questions,and certainly no assurancesthat this
government projects.
situation will not occur again in future large-sca1e
Arnong the most useful activities during the closeout of the SSCproject with respect to future
projectswere *ih"d.rt" analysis,and handoverof technologyand assetsassociatedwith the project.Analysis
f t tire pro;ect scheduleshowed a correlation betweenthe consistentlylower funding levelsand the overall
proleci duration and cost. BecauseCangressconsistentlyappropriated an amount lessthan necessaryfor
the most efficient cornpletion of the SSCproject, severalcomponents of the project had to be delayed,
resulting in delaysto the overall project schedule,which generatedsignificant cost increases,becauseeven
the daylto-day overhead of thiJ project was massive.Unfortunately, although required by the original
fully
contra;t, there was no CSCSin place. At no time during the life of the project was there a way to
measurewhether cost and scheduleobjectiveswere being met'
Below are sorneof tkrerecommendationsby the Inspector Generalbasedon an investigationinto
pitfalls as
the project (O'Leary, tr993).These recommendationsmay help future projects avoid the same
the SSCproject.
1. Require that the project directon
a. Expedite the appointment of a permanent head of the procurement department;
or
b. Ernphasize continuity in assignments of procurement personnel so that the same buyer
throughsubcontract administiator retiins continuing responsibility for procurement actions
out the life cycle of the subcontrac|
c. Establish a central point for control and oversight of contract audits;
justified, and that
d. Implement controls to ensure that items to be purchased are needed and
items will not be purchased before they are needed;
e" Provide budget distributions on a timely basis; and
f. Expedite full implementation of a cost and schedule control system.
under
2. Initiate a departmental rulemaking on the issue of what constitutes reasonable cost
allowance.
contractual terms, including discretionary expenditures under any management
3. Establish policy and procedures for procurement actions that provide for:
a. Cost/price reasonablenessdeterminations;
b. Limiting such actions to items not obtainable from private commercial cosu
c. Fully justified actions appropriately documented;
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d. Standardizedagreementsoutlining requirementssuch as SOWs,work breakdown structures
and baselineaccounting,invoicing,progressreportingdispositionof equipmentand materials, and overall responsibilities;
e. Adequate equipment accountability controls;
f. Adequatefund control, to include detailed invoices,cost performancereports, and uniform
accounting proceduresthat provide an adequateaudit trail for tracking purposes;and,
g. Modifications to agreementsthat are fully described,justified, and documented.
The failure of the SSCproject was at leastpartially responsiblefor the effort to reform U.S.scientific
policy that occurredlate in 1993.The Presidentof the United StatesissuedExecutiveOrders 12881and
12882.Order 12881createdthe National Scienceand TechnologyCouncil (NSTC).The NSTCwas given
Cabinetstatusand it overtookthe function of the NationalSpaceCouncil,the National CriticalMaterials
Council,and the FederalCoordinatingCouncil.Order 12882createdthe President'sCommitteeof Advisors
on Scienceand Technology.The purposeof the committeewas to help the NSTCcoordinateits relations
with the private sector.
Many risks identified with the SSCproject were consideredto be technical in nature, which is
logical, given the background of the project team. The technical risks that were identified were handled
well by the project team. As noted, there were no knoltm technical roadblocksthat would have prevented
the completionof the SSCproject.However,therewere other risksthat were not recognizedby the project
team. Specifically,risks relatedto the overall cost of the project, aswell as risks associatedwith the political
nature and public image of the project,were not given proper consideration.Due to the lack of a CSCS,
it is difficult to assessthe impact of any problems that may have occurred during the project, and whether
other significantriskswere overlookedor ignoredby the project team.
Sincethe SSCproject did not reacha successfulcompletion,the typical step of obtainingproject
acceptanceduring the closeoutphase was not necessary.Some lessons-learnedactivitiesand project
evaluationswere possible.However,most of theseactivitiestook place in the months leadingup to the
terminationof the project.The work completedprior to projectterminationwas generallyperceivedto be
of high quality. However, not much was done in the way of verifying the quality of the work completed,
other than to evaluateproject progresswith respectto the schedule.
Teamworkin the closeoutphasecan be difficult in an unsuccessfulproject.Team membersmay
be ready to transition to a new project, or may alreadybe working on a new project. In the caseof the
SSCproject, some team members were to stay behind to closedor,rrnthe project at termination. \iVhenthe
contract was awardedto UttA in 1989,the team appearedto have all the necessaryskills required by the
SSCproject.However,giventhe suddenend to the project,thereweremany disappointedand bitter project
team membersto dealwith. Somemembersof the organizationwere designatedto managethe termination
process.The focus of the remaining organizationwas on new tasks such as outplacementassistance,
selling projects assets,and ensuringthat knowledgegained during the project was not lost. In general,the
terminationwent about as smoothlyas could be expected,giventhe circumstances.

L/

Unfortunately, termination of the project led to a breakdornmin communication. Although some
avenuesremained open, the trauma of the event itself made it difficult for the remaining organization to
communicateeffectively.Despitethe obviousproblemsimposedby terminatinga projectbeforeits successful completion, the remaining organizationwas able to communicatewell enough to successfullyperform
the tasksof assistingemployeeswith relocation and job searchactivities,dealingwith the project's physical
assets,and ensuringthat knowledgegainedduring the projectwas preservedfor others.It is disappointing
that much of the information about the life of the project was not communicated becausefew formal
recordswerekept.Communicationof lessonslearnedand projectevaluationinformationtook placemostly
prior to the termination event itself. There is no doubt that much was lost as project employeesscattered
to try to find new jobs and assignments.
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The projectwas terminated. Therefore, project management had failed in its primary responsibility
of implementing and executing the SSC project plan successfully. There was little left to do other than to
try to assist in the management of the orderly termination of the project. Some of the assets of the SSC
project did not go to waste. Some of the machinery left over from the SSC project was sold to interested
companies. The Texas Land Office was successful in selling 2,044 acres (827 hectares) of SSC land for
US$3.3 million. The remaining land was designated for residential use and released at the rate of 2,000
acres (809 hectares) per year to protect the local real estate market. Office supplies were donated to local
schools, and the State of Texas bought 500 computers, albeit for about 25 cents on the dollar. Much of
the furniture went to refugees, and the remaining equipment ended up at various universities or was
purchased by salvage companies. Obviously, there was no way to recover an)'thing more than a small
percentage of the US$1.7 billion spent on the SSC project. Furthermore, the impact of the failure went
beyond the SSC project itsell because it is likely that funding for future projects will be more difficult to
obtain due to this highly visible failure.
Some of the valuable lessons learned from the SSCproject go beyond the normal realm of project
managernent" The U.S. government mayhave learned the importance of incorporating international funding
and participation into "large-scale science and technology projects from the very beginning, when prospective partners still have a say in the why, where, whenn and how such projects will be pursued." Another
lesson deals with fiow to rnaintain national support for "a decision that has scientific and technical merit
before and after the potential economic benefits for indMdual regions of the country are determined."
Another lesson may address how to obtain public support for fundamental science projects. "The super
collider never captured broad support from the American public, in no small part because its scientific
promise was difficult to understand even try those who are scientifically literate" (O'Leary & Brown, 1993).
Obviously, the termination of the project meant that the project was not completed and, therefore,
project
could nct be completed to the customer's satisfaction. There has been much written on the
the
failure of the SSC project since its termination in 1993. These writings and this case study should provide
valuatrle insigtr.ts into what went r,nrong during the SSC project, and should be useful in helping others to
avoid silnilar problen"rs in the future.

Assessmenta$d Analysis
1. Please carnplete your evaluation of project management during this phase, using the following grid:
Rating Scale: S-Excellent, 4-Very Good, S-Good, 2-Poor, l-Very Poor
Project Management Area

Closeout Phase

Scope Management
Time Management
Cost Management
Quality Management
Human Resource Management
Communications Management
Risk Management
Procurement Management
Integration Management

a
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2. Please highlight the major areas of strength in the management of this phase of the project:

3. Pleasehighlight the major opportunities for improvement in the management of this phase of the project:

Summaryof ProiectAssessmentand Analysis
1. Pleasecompleteyour evaluationof projectmanagementfor this projectand calculatethe averagerating
using the following grid:
Rating Scale:S-Excellent,4-Very Good,3-Good, 2-Poor, L-Very Poor
b/

Project Management Area

Inception
Phase

Development
Phase

Implementation
Phase

Closeout Average
Phase

Scope Management
Time Management
Cost Management
Quality Management
Human Resource Management
Communications Management

RiskManagement
Procurement Management
Integration Management
Average
2. Please highlight the major areas of strength in the management of this project:
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3. Please higtrlight the major opportunities for improvement in the management of this project:

4. Pleasehighlight the major project management lessons learned from this project:
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